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Gain worldwide
exposure instantly

It’s a globally connected world and everybody is tapping 
into the benefits of local and delocalized teams. Ad World 
Masters aims to foster global partnerships by facilitating 
the agency search around the world.
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Top marketers recruit
agencies here

Hiring an agency takes time and effort. Marketers from 
top companies as well as smaller departments use Ad 
World Masters to research agencies that are most suited 
for their project. Saving time and money in the process.
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Give your agency
the spotlight it deserves

Reach a qualified audience of marketers looking for their 
next agencies. Ad World Masters built-in self-serve adver-
tising system allows agencies to instantly create native 
awareness campaigns in no time!
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Identify hot leads, prospects
and new markets 

Understand your targets! Ad World Masters premium 
plan allows agencies to discover the identity of marketers 
who have visited or shortlisted them. This helps to identi-
fy companies, sectors, and markets that have a potential 
for your business. Your next deal might just be an email
or a phone call away.
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Uncover detailed agency 
data and improve your score 

Knowledge is power! Ad World Masters premium plan 
allows agencies to uncover data and statistics providing 
insights on how to improve their score.
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Discover your next
global or local partner

It’s a globally connected world and everybody is tapping 
into the benefits of local and delocalized teams. Ad World 
Masters aims to foster global partnerships by facilitating 
the agency discovery around the world.
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We match clients 
and agencies 

Each agency, each client and each project are different.
Ad World Masters streamlined process guarantees clear 
information and helps you match with the relevant 
companies, ensuring smoother collaboration and
better results.
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Our AI does the work.
Now you choose the right agency 

Reviewing and comparing agencies takes time and re-
search. Our AI algorithms analyze agencies’ capabilities 
for an effortless pre-selection, helping you to hire the 
best agencies for your needs.
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Over half a million
data points

Data is king! Our AI algorithms analyze a growing base of 
agency data thoroughly verified with human-validation to 
calculate the Agency Score and best reflect an agencies’ 
potential. 
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Access the reviews
of other marketers 

Unique relationship, unique reviews. Ad World Masters 
gives the opportunity for marketers to review their agen-
cies, helping others in their search for an agency. 
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Human controlled data 

Ad World Masters literally runs on data. To make sure 
our AI-algorithms properly reflect each agency potential, 
everyday our moderators check that the data is meaning-
ful and trustworthy. So you can rely on it!
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Thomas Lavernhe
Chief Executive Officer

Do you have any questions?

Feel free to contact me!

ADWM Ltd
Bolton House

Aughrim Lane  Business Complex
Aughrim Street

Dublin
Ireland

thomas@adworldmasters.com

+353 1 254 2944

Thomas ADWM


